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SUPER LOW LpM with Lists From Trevorb, SerSync and Loopline ??!!
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                    My problem isn't the lists but my computer setting...

My SER is running 888 thread on Win7 64bit machine with i7, 16G Ram, 128 SSD and 100Mb internet connection and another is 70Mb+ 4G.
I got 10 godaddy catchallmail for all my projects.
I have 2200 semi-dedicate proxies plus 5000+ semi-privet proxies(via SSH)
I followed the gsa setting guide from SERocket
And I also follow the internet connection guide from BHW, now my MTU is 9000
Captcha Setting-> Captcha Breaker+Captcha Tronix(10)+2Captcha(PR4+)
Verify Lists-> Trevorb, SerSync, Loopline and SERocket(Total Verified 1.7M)
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But my LpM NEVER greater than 50....


Should I change my OS to Server 2012 R2 64bit?
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                            Sounds like a problem with your config mate.

Check the below thread, go over his screenshots and my replies to make sure you aint getting cought out by them.


https://forum.gsa-online.de/discussion/21132/low-lpm-how-can-i-improve
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                            Thanks @shaun,Your reply helps a lot,
I have 3 questions
1. Dose the Speed of CB effect LpM?
(Now My CB Setting as below)
[image: image]



2. Dose the "Try Skip Creste NoFollow Links" effect LpM?


3. My "Number of All Submited URLs" gose up and down, is it normal?


Thanks,
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                            1. You should not touch this. You want accuracy more then speed.
2. Yes, it will lower it as SER downloads a lot of links and before submission might skip it due to thinking it will be a no-follow link in the end.
3. Yes, as SER will move submitted to verified or trough them away if thinking there will no link verified after a longer time.
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                            Thanks, @Sven

I've check my established connetion, my SER set 888 thread but only established 300 connetions.
Dose my SER working correctly?
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                            yes, the amount of threads is limited by available target urls.
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                            Sven hit the nail onthe head with points 2 and 3, point 1 is more situational though. If you are using the rig for building a verified list or contextuals then it needs to go for accuracy. If you are just blasting non contextuals to stuff made with RX or hand made web 2 then turn your accuracy right down as CB will still smash their captchas to bits but it speeds up your LPM/VPM.

Also, about your threads its working fine its down to what sven said. If you want to set your own mind at ease though make a few burner projects target google.com and let them rip. Your thread count will go up to what you set it as due to the additional projects being active and will proove to you its working fine.
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